
Flush the Cooling System 
(Complete Cooling System Service Lab before attempting this lab) 

2013 NATEF # 3, 4, 39, 45, 46, 369 

Coolant that is not badly worn out is best replaced with a coolant exchange machine.  Badly neglected coolant 
should be thoroughly flushed.  Never replace a water pump without flushing the cooling system BEFORE 
installing the new water pump. 
         You can perform this lab on a shop vehicle or a customer vehicle needing coolant flush and Thermostat.   

1)  Cooling system capacity __________   Specified coolant ____________    
Measure the existing coolant Freeze Point   A) Hydrometer  _______   B) Refractometer _________ 

2)  Make sure your vehicle will reach a water outlet using a garden hose.  Find the green MotorVac 
CoolantClean III.  Read the operating instructions – video demo is available at https://youtu.be/JxBucwn5kfo 

3)  Make sure the Waste Tank is empty.  Fill the Clean Tank with the amount of water recorded in step 1.   
All spent coolant must be recycled.  IF YOU ARE DOING THIS LAB ON AN LBCC VEHICLE THE 
COOLANT EXTRACTED FROM THIS VEHICLE WILL GO BACK INTO THE VEHICLE. 

4)  BEFORE turning on the MotorVac CoolantClean III ….Explain and Demonstrate coolant exchange. 

 

Demonstrate #1 - #4 for INSTRUCTOR O.K.  _____________________ 

1)  Empty the waste fluid tank.  Either recycle coolant or SAVE COOLANT from LBCC VEHICLE.  
                  (You will re-install coolant to your LBCC vehicle at the end of this lab) 

2)  Drain water from the cooling system.  Be sure to clean any spills immediately. 

3)  Remove upper and lower radiator hoses (at least one end of each hose) 

4)  Remove the thermostat to allow water to freely flow through (flush) the bock. 
      (If you temporarily replace the T-stat housing it makes flushing the block far less messy) 

5)  Remove heater hoses – either end.   

6)  Clean out coolant expansion  

7)  Flushing can be VERY MESSY!  Get large drain pans to catch water as you flush.  Use removed hoses – or 
find hoses to direct water to the catch pans.  You will flush water through the Radiator, Engine Block, and 
Heater core in Both Directions.   
 

8)  Have thermostat available and explain cautions and technique for installing to prevent…. 
…. broken T-Stat housing …. T-stat installed backwards ….. leaks from housing  …. Bleed hole orientation 
                                                                                                                                       (If present on Thermostat) 

BEFORE YOU FLUSH …. Demonstrate #1 - #8 for INSTRUCTOR O.K.  _____________________ 

https://youtu.be/JxBucwn5kfo


1)  Flush the Radiator, Engine Block, and Heater core in Both Directions.  If this is an LBCC vehicle use 
minimal water.  If this is a real flush, run until water comes very clean. 

2)  Replace thermostat with new gasket, O-Ring, or sealer and install all hoses.   

Find the AirLift coolant install tool.  Read and understand operating procedures.  Ask questions. 

3)  Why is it important to set the heater control to HOT?  __________________________________________ 

4)  Why wait at least 20 seconds after pulling a vacuum on the cooling system?  ________________________ 

5)  If you are mixing new antifreeze why should you use distilled water?  ______________________________ 

6)  Fill cooling system with new coolant (recovered coolant on LBCC vehicles) 

7)  Pressure test system for leaks.  Pressure test radiator or surge tank pressure cap. 

8)  Why should you allow cooling system to warm up (engine running) with radiator cap removed? 

_________________________________________________________________________________________  

 

WITH PRESSURE TESTER STILL CONNECTED …. Demonstrate #1 - #8 for INSTRUCTOR O.K.  _____ 

 

1)  Run engine at a fast idle with heater on HOT and defroster on High 

2)  Observe coolant at open radiator cap until thermostat opens and coolant begins to circulate in radiator. 

3)  Install pressure cap while engine is still running (avoids extra coolant spills) 

4)  Record the temperature of the air flowing out defroster ducts ______________ 

5)  How can you be sure the engine temperature gauge and/or warning lamp operates? 

 

6)  What might cause the defroster to not get hot?  

 

 

Demonstrate #1 - #6 for INSTRUCTOR O.K.  _____________________ 

If this is a customer car write a note on work order to stay alert for any signs of overheating and check coolant 
level when cold for next few days.  This will ensure there is no trapped air or small system leaks. 

Turn in a completed work order for full credit on this lab. 


